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“We wanted to create a front façade that
was an all glass curtain wall enlivened with
a series of historic murals. We had only
preliminary ideas about how to make this
happen... We looked at a number of different
technologies, but some were beyond the
budget parameters and others gave us
worries about longevity and quality. At the
last possible moment, GGI rode in like
a white knight on their new ceramic ink
machine, and gave us the technology that
is helping us realize our vision.”

Christopher Korsh, Principal, HOK
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The key to HOK’s winning the competition to redesign 
the Harlem Hospital was a single, brilliant idea: “We 
wanted to create a front façade that was an all glass 
curtain wall enlivened with a series of historic murals 
describing the migration story of African Americans 
coming to the United States, from slavery through the 
Harlem Renaissance,” notes Christopher Korsh, Principal 
in Healthcare for HOK. The only problem was that HOK 
was unsure how their concept would best come alive in 
the real world. While architects and designers are 
notorious for coming up with ideas that break boundaries 
— and sometimes budgets — this concept was not just 
audacious, it was enormous: 200 feet long and 60 feet 
high, to be exact. “We had preliminary ideas about how 
to make this happen,” explains Korsh, “but we had to 
begin research on how to get a full color image as part of 
a curtain wall. We looked at a number of different 
technologies, but some were beyond the budget 
parameters and others gave us worries about longevity 
and quality.” 

Meanwhile, over in Secaucus, GGI had just purchased 
Alice™, their digital, direct-to-glass printing technology. 
President David Balik called up his friends at W&W Glass 
Systems, one of the country’s leading glazing 
contractors, to ask how they thought Alice might be 
useful. W&W immediately made the connection to HOK. 
Korsh says, “We didn’t know anything about GGI, but at 
the last possible moment, they rode in like a white knight 
on their new ceramic ink machine, and gave us the 
technology that is helping us realize our vision.”

Only it wasn’t quite that simple. The first task was 
creating the artwork itself. “There were a series of 
WPA-era murals from famous African-American artists 
throughout the building, but in odd places, like stairwells,” 
Korsh explains. “We decided these were important 
artifacts that should be preserved and installed in a 
ground floor gallery space to help connect the building to 
the community.” In addition, HOK did high-resolution 
digital photography of the murals, and then selected 
several vignettes that would be enlarged many times and 
reproduced on the glass curtain wall.

“There were a lot of issues,” notes Balik. “This is a 
corridor, with people passing through looking out onto 
the street scene. So HOK had three primary objectives: it 
had to look good in daylight from outside, look good in 
daylight from inside, and look good at night from inside 
and outside. To make it work, we had to constantly 
assess opacity, ink, consistency between panels, 
registration, framing, the budget.…” 

Korsh describes it as a “herculean task” that has taken 

almost a year of close collaboration to create 429 
individually printed panes of glass that will come 
together to create a seamless experience of art, history, 
community, and aspiration. “The effect will be special,” 
muses Korsh. “In the evening, the wall will glow like a 
beacon, as interior light shines through the semi opaque 
images on glass. During the day, you can see the art 
from the inside and it will create a stained glass effect.” 
But what Korsh perhaps likes best is what Alice portends 
for the future. “This technology is so flexible, the options 
are limitless. We want our buildings to communicate to 
their communities what they are all about. Alice gives us 
a whole new way to do this, as literally or figuratively as 
we want. The sky’s the limit.”
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